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Introduction and summary

It has been more than two decades since the signing of the first Oslo Accord, which set into motion a process that was designed to achieve a lasting peace based on a two-state solution. Subsequent rounds of diplomacy have failed to realize that vision. Growing numbers of Israelis and Palestinians have begun to question the “land for peace” bargain. Yet the strategic logic of a two-state solution, with an independent state of Palestine alongside the state of Israel, remains strong. Without two states—both viable, thriving, secure, and free—Israel faces a difficult dilemma in reconciling its identity as a Jewish state with its tradition of democracy.

The stalled peace negotiations have left Palestinians looking for other options to achieve greater control over their own affairs. Former Palestinian Authority Prime Minister Salam Fayyad has called for a long-term nation-building project independent of negotiations with Israel to set the foundations for an eventual Palestinian state. But various crises continue to chip away at the legitimacy of the Palestinian Authority, or PA. Plans for a Palestinian political transition also remain opaque. As one observer in the West Bank town of Ramallah put it, “There is no longer a story that Palestinians can tell themselves about how our lives get better.”

In recent years, some Palestinians have shifted their rhetoric toward the pursuit of full economic and political rights as part of a so-called one-state solution. For his part, Palestinian President Mahmoud Abbas has sought to increase international pressure on Israel to force recognition of Palestinian statehood. This strategy hinges on a campaign to leverage international boycotts, divestment, and sanctions—or BDS—against Israel. But some BDS leaders have conflated opposition to Israeli policy in the West Bank with a challenge to the “legitimacy of the concept of Israel as a democratic and Jewish State”—a stance at direct odds with the objective of a two-state solution.

The next U.S. president will enter office facing an unresolved Israeli-Palestinian conflict. The new administration will need to take steps to sustain a two-state solution until a resumption of talks becomes politically feasible. As the Center
for American Progress has previously argued, the window on a two-state solution is rapidly closing. Key security, institutional, and economic challenges must be addressed to keep that window open. This report looks at the set of economic challenges that must be tackled in order to maintain a viable Palestinian polity capable of anchoring a future Palestinian state.

Specifically, this report will identify practical measures to improve the lives of ordinary Palestinians and to create an increasingly self-reliant Palestinian partner—both essential ingredients of a two-state solution. That Palestinian partner’s economy will need to create jobs and offer some measure of relief and growth to its people in order to keep a two-state solution from slipping out of reach. An agenda to strengthen the Palestinian economy, however, is not a substitute for political progress. The goal must be to give Palestinians the tangible opportunity to take charge of their own livelihoods and thereby sustain their aspirations to statehood.

Few elements of this agenda for growth are new. Since Oslo, there have been repeated and serious attempts by multiple U.S. administrations, European donors, and multilateral bodies to strengthen the Palestinian economy. Some plans have been implemented. Others have been stymied for extended periods. The Office of the Quartet—a body supported by the United States, the European Union, Russia, and the United Nations—is currently engaged in its own efforts to bolster the Palestinian economy. Going forward, any renewed American attempt to engage on a focused set of economic priorities should take into account the lessons learned over the course of past and present efforts.

To better understand the challenges facing the Palestinian economy, a team from CAP recently traveled to the Middle East and interviewed dozens of Palestinian entrepreneurs, bankers, and investors in the West Bank and the wider region. The field research made clear that any plan to economically empower Palestinians will require progress on two fronts. First, the United States will need to reengage diplomatically with Israel and the Palestinian Authority and push for the removal of specific barriers to Palestinian economic growth. Second, the United States and other donors will need to take practical steps directly with the Palestinians to foster that growth. Specifically, the United States should pursue an agenda designed to achieve the following:
Priorities for U.S.-Israel-Palestinian Authority diplomacy that include:

- Insulating the payment of clearance revenues from the politics of Palestinian-Israeli relations
- Easing restrictions on Palestinian employment in Israel, as recommended by Israeli security institutions
- Improving the Allenby Bridge border crossing—a key trade and transportation route
- Rationalizing the system for processing dual-use goods
- Reducing movement restrictions inside the West Bank
- Improving access to land in all areas of the West Bank

Priorities for direct bilateral and multilateral Palestinian economic engagement that include:

- Improving domestic access to finance for Palestinians
- Promoting sectors that show promise under current conditions
- Improving transparency and reducing corruption inside the Palestinian Authority
- Supporting a Palestinian Authority local public works program

It should be noted at the outset that this report will concentrate on the West Bank. The CAP team did not travel to Gaza. A comprehensive examination of Gaza’s economy is beyond the scope of this research. But the pressing humanitarian and reconstruction needs of Gaza’s population would appear to take priority over efforts to facilitate private sector growth. (see text box) Any plan for Gaza must also take account of the political challenges and security threats posed by the continued misrule of Hamas.

Progress on any agenda for growth will likely be incremental and will require patience and determination. In the absence of a final status agreement, the next administration will need to steer a pragmatic course with a greater focus on what is achievable economically. Relations between the parties do not lend themselves to quick successes or major breakthroughs. But an agenda of smaller, concrete steps could achieve meaningful improvements in conditions for Palestinians and sustain hope for a two-state solution—as well as peace, security, and prosperity for Israelis and Palestinians alike.
Overview of the Palestinian economy

Over the past decade, the Palestinian economy has seen episodic growth punctuated by short-term contractions due in part to political tension and armed conflict. Annual Palestinian gross domestic product, or GDP, growth declined from a high of 12.2 percent in 2011 to minus 0.4 percent in 2014.11 Overall, the Palestinian economy remains small and dependent on foreign markets. Long-term constraints on growth include restrictions imposed by Israel on both the West Bank and Gaza, as well as poor governance by the Palestinian authorities.12

There are roughly 2.8 million Palestinians living in the West Bank,13 including more than 370,000 who live in East Jerusalem.14 Almost 1.9 million Palestinians live in the Gaza Strip in a geographical area less than one-tenth the size of the West Bank.15 The Palestinian workforce is generally skilled and educated. The overall unemployment rate for Palestinians is 26 percent, but that figure rises to more than 45 percent for younger Palestinians ages 20 to 24.16 The Palestinian population is young, with some 47 percent under the age of 18. In other words, the Palestinian labor force is set to expand dramatically at a time when there are already more workers than available jobs.

The public sector is the single largest employer of Palestinians. In 2014, the public sector employed 23 percent of the Palestinian workforce, which amounted to 16.5 percent of workers in the West Bank and almost 40 percent in the Gaza Strip.17 Both jobs and economic growth in Palestine are heavily dependent on foreign assistance, including direct budget support to the Palestinian Authority.

The Palestinian private sector is characterized by moderate productivity and limited competition. Investment is relatively low but has risen in the past when prospects for peace have been more favorable. All in all, private-sector activity remains low, concentrated mainly in low productivity subsectors with weak employment growth and hindered by continued restrictions on movement, access, and trade, as well as inadequate laws and regulations.18
Real economic opportunity for Palestinians will involve a shift away from the public sector as the main engine of employment and toward an invigorated private sector. Repeated rounds of conflict wars and ongoing Hamas rule have decimated the private sector in Gaza. As one prominent investor from Gaza put it, “There is not much people like me can do to help the situation in Gaza right now.” In the interim, the West Bank represents the best opportunity to create a robust Palestinian private sector.

The state of the Gaza economy

The 2014 fighting had a severe impact on Gaza’s economy and its residents’ lives and livelihoods. The conflict created a humanitarian crisis on top of preexisting development and governance challenges, including misrule by Hamas. According to the World Bank, damage to Gaza’s economy from the 2014 conflict ran as high as $460 million. This includes about 12,000 destroyed or damaged houses. Infrastructure also suffered significant damage, including to Gaza’s only power plant as well as its electricity network and water and sanitation facilities. The access to and quality of basic services is rapidly deteriorating.

Gaza has a higher youth unemployment rate than any other economy in the Middle East.

A recent United Nations report indicates that Gaza could be “uninhabitable” in less than five years if current economic trends continue. The Israel Defense Forces, or IDF, Military Intelligence Directorate reportedly concurs with this assessment and notes that the pace of reconstruction in Gaza has been too slow. There are two main priorities that require both urgent and long-term attention: power and water.

Gaza has suffered from a shortage of power for years. Less than half of the demand for electricity in the Gaza Strip is currently being met. In 2015, power blackouts in areas of high population density were lasting 12 hours to 16 hours per day. Gaza’s power plant has been running at 50 percent of its capacity or less due to fuel shortages. The economic and humanitarian impact is significant. The construction of a natural gas pipeline from Israel to the Gaza power plant is a critical element of a long-term solution to Gaza’s power shortage. The Quartet and the Dutch government are supporting a feasibility study for the pipeline, but the project still faces significant hurdles. Urgent short-term measures are needed to bridge the gap, including financial assistance to help cover the costs of diesel fuel for the power plant.

The lack of power accentuates the acute water crisis in Gaza. Gaza residents face major shortages in drinking water and water for bathing. Gaza relies almost completely on a coastal aquifer for freshwater. But more than 90 percent of the water from that aquifer is no longer safe for drinking. Donors including the U.S. Agency for International Development, or USAID, and the European Investment Bank point to building a desalination plant in Gaza as the best long-term solution. Multilateral lenders from the World Bank, the Islamic Development Bank, and the European Commission are supporting technical preparations for the project, and at least one donor conference is being held to raise funds for a Gaza desalination plant.
Challenges facing the Palestinian economy

The main obstacles to private sector growth for the Palestinians are well known. Most are linked to a series of Israeli restrictions on the movement of goods, people, and money. These measures and their effects have been the subject of a number of reports by the Quartet, the World Bank, and other multilateral and bilateral donors. These policies have also been the target of international diplomacy. Both secondary sources and field research make clear that real progress will need to be made on some of these restrictions in order to promote economic growth.

Lack of control over revenue from imported goods

The Palestinian Authority relies heavily on taxes and tariffs charged on imported goods—often referred to as clearance revenue. Under the Paris Protocol of 1994, Israel collects taxes on imports into the West Bank and Gaza on behalf of the PA. Israel then transfers these taxes to the PA after levying a 3 percent collection and processing fee. Clearance revenue accounted for 70 percent of the PA’s total revenue in 2014. However, when clearance revenues are withheld or delayed, the PA must turn to foreign aid and bank loans to cover expenditures. Interest on the latter increases the PA’s financial burden.

Israel has chosen to delay or withhold clearance revenue from the Palestinian Authority in times of conflict or deteriorating relations. In 2015, for example, Israel withheld clearance revenue to protest the Palestinian application for membership in the International Criminal Court. The move plunged the PA into a budget crisis. In the first quarter of 2015 alone, the PA was only able to pay 60 percent of Palestinian public-sector wages. In March 2016, Israel’s Ministry of Finance released approximately half a billion Israeli shekels—roughly $130 million—in clearance revenue to ward off the PA’s financial collapse. But this sum will provide only limited relief, and it is unclear whether additional tranches are forthcoming and how long this revenue stream will continue.
Future withholdings of clearance revenue could force the PA to reduce wage payments and public services. This would further undermine the PA’s legitimacy. For many in the Palestinian private sector, the continued withholding of PA clearance revenue represents one of the biggest threats to stability in the West Bank. According to a senior representative of a large Palestinian investment company, “The Palestinian Authority is owed $30 to $40 million at any one time.” PA employees have borrowed from Palestinian banks against their salaries in order to finance a variety of major purchases. If the PA is unable to pay salaries, it could lead to significant negative ripple effects across the economy.

Barriers to exports and imports

A variety of Israeli policies restrict Palestinian export growth, ranging from nontariff trade barriers to licensing restrictions on Palestinian producers. These policies make it more expensive for Palestinian firms to export their goods than for their regional counterparts. For instance, it takes 23 days and costs $1,750, on average, for a Palestinian firm to export a container. By contrast, it takes only 10 days and costs only $620 for an Israeli firm to export a similar container.

A similar situation exists for imports. Constraints such as border controls and dual-use restrictions on goods that could have both commercial and military applications cost the Palestinian economy up to 5 percent, or $500 million, in forgone growth. The impact of these restrictions on the West Bank is spread across both industry and agriculture. One of the most challenging aspects of the restrictions on dual-use goods for Palestinian businesses and foreign investors is what often appears to be the arbitrary nature of their enforcement. Matters are likely significantly worse in Gaza, where the U.N. Office for the Coordination of Humanitarian Affairs, or OCHA, reports that Gaza-specific import restrictions have reduced the use of manufacturing capacity more than 50 percent. These restrictions have also resulted in a significant shortage in housing supply.

Situation at the Allenby Bridge

Overland passage through Jordan represents a potential outlet for Palestinian exports and a pathway to link the West Bank to the regional and international trade. At present, the Allenby Bridge over the Jordan River is the only international crossing point between the West Bank and Jordan that serves both pas-
sengers and trade. Some 1.8 million passengers and almost 30,000 truckloads of goods crossed the Allenby Bridge in 2014. Demand for the transit of people and goods grew between 6 percent and 15 percent on an annual basis for the past 6 years. But the physical infrastructure and the administrative and security processes at the crossing point cannot accommodate the volume of goods and people attempting to cross in a timely fashion.

The Quartet and donors consider the upgrading of the crossing to be an essential element in building a Palestinian export economy. Business leaders in both Jordan and the West Bank underscore the negative impact of the bottleneck at Allenby on cross border commerce. A major obstacle continues to be the lack of adequate high-speed scanners to expedite the passage of goods. In addition, the introduction of the regular use of shipping containers—or “containerization”—at the Allenby Bridge could increase the volume of trade 30 percent. Extended and reliable working hours could also significantly reduce costs for Palestinian traders.

---

Restrictions on freedom of movement

A number of Israeli-imposed restrictions continue to limit the movement of Palestinians. According to data collected by the United Nations and the Rand Corporation, there are up to 500 physical impediments or “closure obstacles” to the ability of Palestinians to move freely, “including checkpoints, road gates, roadblocks, earth mounds, trenches, road barriers, and earth walls.” These include some 85 fixed and hundreds of “flying,” or temporary, surprise checkpoints. In addition to these physical barriers, Israel imposes a permit system to control Palestinian movement between the West Bank’s three territories—Areas A, B, and C—as well as East Jerusalem, the Jordan Valley, and Israeli settlements.

Almost all recent reports have found that the movement and access restrictions are a key constraint to Palestinian economic development. According to the World Bank, "Internal closures stifle economic activity by raising the cost of doing business ... and [have] fragmented the West Bank territory into small and disconnected 'cantons.'” Looking at data for 2007, a World Bank study found that the overall cost of the checkpoints on the West Bank labor market amounted to “around $229 million,” or 6 percent of the West Bank’s GDP. Following the late 2015 rise in Palestinian violence against Israelis, Israel established some 38 new obstacles to movement in East Jerusalem, including 16 checkpoints and 20 roadblocks.
In addition, a variety of barriers make it difficult for foreign nationals to travel in the West Bank and Gaza. These restrictions have clear implications for tourism, an industry that is an important source of jobs and revenue for Palestinians. In and around the city of Bethlehem and other centers of historical and religious significance, tourism is a pillar of the local economy—one that has been hit hard by recent security incidents, operations, and restrictions.\(^5\) Some estimates indicate that due to difficult entry and exit processes for tourists, tourism in the Palestinian areas has been reduced by 20 percent to 60 percent.\(^4\) Additionally, based on general econometric models of the impact of visa restrictions, it is estimated that these types of impediments on travel reduce trade and foreign direct investment by up to 25 percent.\(^5\)

The negative consequences of these restrictions can be seen in the experience of a Jordan-based pharmaceutical chain run by a member of the Palestinian diaspora. His business has experienced extraordinary growth in Jordan and has expanded to Saudi Arabia and even Iraq. But when he tried to bring what he termed “my version of CVS” to the West Bank, he could not bring staff to Jordan for training or send trainers to the West Bank. Movement restrictions, he said, created a much more challenging business environment even than in Iraq.\(^6\) A banker from one of the largest banks in Palestine echoed this complaint. He observed that the growth of the financial sector had been hindered by an inability to hire members of the Palestinian diaspora with experience in finance, as their travel to Ramallah was extremely difficult to arrange.\(^7\)

---

### Restrictions on employment in Israel

Despite the limited supply of work permits available to Palestinians, employment opportunities in Israel remain critical to the Palestinian economy. Before the start of the first intifada in 1987, some 40 percent of the Palestinian labor force worked in Israel. According to Leila Farsakh of the University of Massachusetts Boston, the number of Palestinians legally working in Israel “dropped from … 115,600 in 1992 to less than 36,000 in May 1996.”\(^5\) During that period, per capita gross national product, or GNP, in the West Bank and Gaza fell 15 percent, and unemployment rose to more than 28 percent.\(^9\)

The number of Palestinians employed in Israel rose to more than 140,000 during the last half of the 1990s, falling dramatically again with the start of the second intifada in 2000.\(^6\) Had the second intifada not happened and had the relative share of Palestinians in the Israeli workforce remained constant, the Palestinian economy could have grown more than $500 million on an annual basis.\(^1\)
In recent years, the number of work permits for Palestinians has been capped at around 50,000. The precise number can fluctuate in response to the dynamic security situation. A potential Palestinian worker must meet a number of conditions to receive a work permit. For example, that worker must be older, married, and pass an IDF security screening.

---

**Access to finance**

Many Palestinians who were interviewed for this study identified the lack of access to finance as a major impediment to economic growth. As a member of one of the largest independent Palestinian investment companies observed, “financing is the key to growth in Palestine.” Over the past 15 years, the Palestinian economy has suffered from a steady decline in investment. Investment in infrastructure and equipment has more than halved, as a share of GDP. Palestinian banks have the capacity to lend, but 32 percent of their assets are invested abroad—three times the level of other economies. As one significant Palestinian diaspora investor remarked, “I have tens of millions of dollars invested in Palestine, but I made the decision five years ago to stop.” More worryingly, one of the largest limited holding companies with strategic investments in the Palestinian economy has decided to stop new investments in Palestine for the next few years.

Small- and medium-sized enterprises, or SMEs, represent the majority of Palestinian businesses and are particularly vulnerable to shortages of credit. SMEs also happen to be the biggest employers of women and provide livelihood opportunities to some of the most economically vulnerable populations in the Palestinian territories. Palestinian SMEs identify access to credit as the number one constraint on growth. Some progress has been made, however. At least 7 of the 16 main Palestinian banks have special lending facilities, or “windows,” for SMEs. Quds Bank, one of largest in Ramallah, reports that it has lent more than $120 million to SMEs over the past few years. Nevertheless, many SMEs still find lending terms prohibitive.

---

**Access to and management of the land**

Access to land in the West Bank remains as politically sensitive as it is economically important for the Palestinian economy. In accordance with the Israeli-Palestinian agreements of the 1990s, the West Bank is divided into three territories
known as Areas A, B, and C. The PA controls most government functions in Area A, while Israel retains security control over Area B. Israel retains almost complete control over Area C, which constitutes more than 60 percent of the West Bank. Palestinians’ access to Area C is severely limited, and they are largely prevented from developing it economically. Area C separates the geography of Areas A and B, complicating the ability of Palestinians to move freely across the latter.

**FIGURE 1**

*The West Bank under the Oslo II Accord*

The World Bank has estimated that restrictions on Area C cost the Palestinian economy more than $2 billion each year.73 In the agricultural sector alone, the opportunity cost of the restrictions on access run as high as $700 million74 per year by preventing the development of higher-value irrigated crops. Loss of revenue from foregone resource extraction—such as mineral extraction from the Dead Sea—could exceed $900 million.75 The restrictions on access to Area C also limit real estate opportunities for Palestinians and thereby inflate the price of housing by up to $240 million per year.76

Of all the obstacles to growth, those interviewed for this study felt that movement on access to Area C would have the greatest positive impact on Palestinian-Israeli relations. Senior diplomatic officials close to the peace talks underscore that access to Area C is the only step that will give Palestinians a tangible reason to think that a two-state solution is still viable.77 But all of those interviewed were deeply skeptical that the current Israeli government would be willing to make any significant concessions on Area C. Indeed, the composition of the current government in Israel makes movement on Area C extremely difficult, even if Prime Minister Benjamin Netanyahu were disposed to do so.78 The prime minister has a “razor-thin majority in one of the most right-wing Knessets in Israeli history.”79

Those Palestinians who successfully invested in projects in Area C did not work through government channels but instead quietly partnered with the Israeli private sector to move projects forward. When problems arose with the Israeli government, these silent Israeli partners proved effective in navigating the Israeli legal system to arbitrate the issue. This model has shown proof of concept in the agriculture sector, which, as a senior Palestinian investor observed, the “Israelis considered less threatening as we didn’t have to build anything.”80

However, even in the areas where the PA exercises partial or full control—Areas A and B—it has failed to maximize the value of the land. The PA lacks efficient land management processes to the extent that only 35 percent of land in Areas A and B is formally registered. Moreover, there are no title deeds to the unregistered land. Without title deeds, it is impossible for landowners to use land as collateral to access finance. The inadequate level of land registration also results in lost PA revenue from uncollected land fees and taxes. It has been estimated that full West Bank land registration could raise the PA’s revenues from around $25 million annually to $75 million per year.
Most economic sectors are vulnerable to restrictions

Two recent reports—one by The Portland Trust and the other by the Quartet—identified the Palestinian economic sectors with the greatest potential for growth and jobs: agriculture; information and communications technology, or ICT; tourism; construction; and energy. Palestinian businessmen and investors interviewed for this report were less sanguine about the energy and tourism sectors. For instance, they saw a future in energy tied to resources off the coast of the Gaza Strip that are currently subject to Israeli policy. When it comes to tourism, leaders in this sector were quick to point out its vulnerability, tied as it is to the state of the security environment. In Bethlehem, for example, the leading hotels were significantly underbooked for the 2015–2016 holiday season as a result of ongoing clashes between Palestinian youth and the Israeli security forces. Some hotel owners were even concerned that they would need to begin layoffs.

However, the business leaders interviewed for this report repeatedly referenced agriculture—more specifically, agribusiness—and ICT as sectors with the greatest growth potential, especially in light of the current political and security environments. Agribusiness is considered to have the potential to create jobs, albeit a limited number, through the introduction of high-value vegetable crops and through allowing for greater revenue capture by building local value chains. More importantly, growth could be driven by domestic consumption inside the West Bank and Gaza through import substitution.

In addition, many interviewees considered ICT to be the most dynamic sector. By its very nature, the ICT sector is relatively insulated from the many of the challenges and restrictions imposed by the occupation. Indeed, there have already been some success stories: One startup, Gaza Sky Geeks, raised $250,000 in seed capital through crowdsource funding. One successful regional tech entrepreneur recounted how Gaza Sky Geeks managed to stay online and deliver on a Silicon Valley contract during the 2014 war in Gaza.

Opportunities for ICT sector growth exist, with the introduction of e-government services, business process outsourcing by international firms to Palestinian firms, software development, and call centers. Eight years ago, Cisco Systems Inc. made a “strategic investment” of $10 million in business service outsourcing in West Bank. Since then, the sector has reportedly grown from 1 percent to between 5 percent and 6 percent of the Palestinian economy. However, obstacles to the
development of a Palestinian ICT ecosystem remain. Although Palestinian youth education levels are relatively high by regional standards, young Palestinians lack key skills and exposure to the technologies required for startups.88

Legitimacy and transparency of the Palestinian Authority

The Palestinian Authority currently suffers from a crisis of legitimacy in the eyes of its own people. As a long-time champion of a negotiated settlement with Israel, President Abbas’ standing has been damaged in recent years. The failure of U.S. Secretary of State John Kerry’s initiative in 2014 strengthened those critics who charge that Abbas was naïve to invest so much of his credibility in the diplomatic process. But the legitimacy of the Palestinian Authority has also begun to suffer because of failures in governance. Palestinians appear to be increasingly losing trust in the Palestinian Authority under its current leadership. Some 80 percent of Palestinians believe that their government is corrupt.89

None of the Palestinian entrepreneurs or investors who were interviewed for this report considered the PA to be a partner in economic growth. In their view, the most important and concrete economic function it performed was that of employer. Although the private sector would benefit from a more effective public sector, some in the private sector go to great lengths to avoid the PA out of concern that its intervention in business matters would be either incompetent or predatory. As one Palestinian investor put it, “You have to be very low profile. Otherwise the big politicos will extort you.”90 At a macro level, the World Bank has found that the general ease of doing business in the West Bank and Gaza has deteriorated in recent years, including in areas that are under the purview of the PA.
Recommenda­tions

The challenges to the Palestinian economy are well known. In the more than two decades since the Oslo Accords, there have been repeated and sustained efforts by donors and diplomats to make progress on these challenges. There has been some limited success but few major or lasting breakthroughs. Despite this history, the next U.S. administration will need to redouble its efforts to improve the Palestinian economy as part of a broader plan to sustain a two-state solution. The following recommendations for an agenda for growth are set out in two categories. The first category lays out priorities for U.S.-Israel-Palestinian dialogue, which are designed to minimize further economic deterioration and offer pathways for limited private-sector growth in the West Bank. The second set outlines priorities for direct engagement between the United States, other donors, and the Palestinian Authority to promote private-sector growth and resiliency in the West Bank.

Priorities for U.S.-Israel-Palestinian diplomacy

**Insulate the payment of clearance revenue from the politics of Palestinian-Israeli relations.** The Palestinian Authority having regular and predictable access to clearance revenue is key to averting economic collapse. The payment of clearance revenue has a direct impact on the ability of the PA to pay its bills. As the largest employer in the West Bank, however, the PA’s payment of salaries has a significant multiplier effect across the wider Palestinian economy. The United States and European donors should encourage Israeli authorities to return to regular and comprehensive clearance revenue transfers in the future. The decision by Israel’s finance minister to release a tranche of clearance revenue in March signals that progress is possible. The next U.S. administration should prioritize an agreement between Israel and the PA to formulate a predictable calendar of revenue transfers that is insulated from political disagreements. This agreement and the schedule of payments could be formalized in a commitment to a third party, preferably the United States. If the agreement does not rise to the level of a formal diplomatic agreement, it should at least ensure that the Palestinian economy does not suffer
from the volatility of relations between the PA and Israel. Over the longer term, it may be necessary to revisit the 1994 Paris Protocol, which outlined the financial relationship between Israel and the Palestinian Authority. The Paris Protocol was only intended to last for five years, and some of its elements could be updated in line with current economic realities.91

**Ease restrictions on employment in Israel.** Israel should be encouraged to follow up on the recent proposal by Israeli Defense Minister Moshe Ya’alon and Maj. Gen. Yoav Mordechai, coordinator of government activity in the Palestinian territories, to increase the number of work permits issued to Palestinians.92 It should also explore options to increase Palestinian employment quotas across Israeli industries. The recent deterioration of the security situation could complicate such a move. However, senior Israeli security officials are seeking to increase the quota of work permits for Palestinians by up to 30,000, specifically in order to help stabilize the security situation in the West Bank.93 In addition, it may be possible to lower age restrictions or drop requirements that successful applicants be married or have a child in order to provide greater opportunity for Palestinians—particularly younger Palestinians—to work in Israel.

**Improve the Allenby Bridge border crossing.** Building trade linkages between Palestine and Jordan, the Gulf, and Asia will be critical to long-term growth. The first step is to improve the choke point at the Allenby Bridge border crossing. As the Quartet argued in May 2015, “Containerization of border crossings, increasing the permitted height for pallets to 1.7 meters, and extended, reliable hours at border crossings” would help reduce costs for Palestinian businesses.94 Jordanian traders investing in the West Bank underscored the importance of this project. There has been significant progress made on this goal in recent months. New interim measures are anticipated by the end of 2016.95 Jordan, Israel, and the Palestinian Authority should translate their current diplomatic and technical engagement into long-term planning to ensure that containerization expands beyond the requirements of current demand.

**Rationalize the system for processing dual-use goods.** The lack of transparency and the unpredictability of the processes for approval of dual-use goods were flagged repeatedly across sectors as principle obstacles to commerce.96 As a first step, the list of dual-use goods should be refined to exclude items that are already easily available in the West Bank and Gaza, such as office equipment, personal computers, and GPS devices. Definitions should be made more precise so as not
to include innocuous items. Once the dual-use goods list is refined, the processing of approvals for dual-use goods should be streamlined and made more transparent. This new system should also recognize so-called known traders—those entrepreneurs and businesses that have established and secure trading histories. It should also address the unique challenges of large-scale, multi-year projects that cannot be held hostage to unpredictable changes to or implementation of dual-use restrictions.

**Reduce movement restrictions inside the West Bank.** Israel should seek to reduce the number of surprise, or flying, checkpoints it erects in the West Bank. The number of these checkpoints rose from 65 during a seven-month period extending from 2008 into 2009 to 361 in April 2015 alone. These checkpoints help undermine the gains that have resulted from the removal of other West Bank checkpoints and create unpredictability for Palestinian businesses and workers. Israel should also work to end the practice of prohibiting Palestinians from even crossing Israeli-only roads, which keeps Palestinians from using otherwise available roads. This practice is not enshrined in formal Israeli policy, and the ongoing robust security cooperation between Israel and the PA should reduce the risks to Israeli security.

**Improve access to land in all areas of the West Bank.** Allowing access to Area C could have a major positive impact on the Palestinian economy. It is also one of the most politically sensitive and challenging issues on any agenda for growth. In the absence of a broader political agreement that gives Palestinians access to Area C, negotiations should focus on increasing and accelerating practical support for the development of specific Palestinian high-impact projects and infrastructure in Area C. In addition to its economic benefits, such concessions would be considered a “game changer” for many Palestinians. As one senior Palestinian entrepreneur remarked in respect to easing tensions and improving relations, “With no horizon on the political front, we need something big like progress in Area C to calm things down.” Beyond Area C, the United States and other donors could work with the Palestinian Authority to improve the latter’s capability to manage land in Areas A and B of the West Bank. Specifically, additional technical assistance could target the Palestinian Land Authority and accelerate land registration.
Destination Bethlehem

Imbedded in the tile floor of the St. George Church in Madaba, Jordan, is one of the most historic maps of the Middle East. The mosaic laid in this early Byzantine church is positioned east to west like a compass, bounded by the Nile River to the south and by Lebanon to the north.

From Madaba pointing due west, across the Dead Sea and the Jordan Valley—in earlier times referenced as the Valley of the Moab—is Jerusalem. Southwest on the mosaic is Bethlehem, an international destination for thousands of years. But today, unlike neighboring Jerusalem, Bethlehem is isolated by the complex politics, diplomacy, and security of the West Bank.

With its significant tourism potential, Bethlehem represents an important catalyst for economic development in the West Bank. The city is also an important educational center for thousands of young Palestinians studying at Bethlehem University, an institution devoted to developing those youth to play an active and positive role in their society.

Whether the destination is Manger Square and the Church of the Nativity, Bethlehem University, or neighboring towns and villages, as the Mayor of Bethlehem notes, “Bethlehem is a global city, and change must come soon or it will never happen. Losing hope is most dangerous because young people all want to leave.”  

Unemployment is high, and movement is hard and unpredictable.

While diplomacy and security concerns remain central to the region’s dilemma, 2015 marked the third year of operation for the Bethlehem Development Foundation. The purpose of the foundation is to regenerate and revitalize the Bethlehem community as a vibrant international tourist destination.

Development in Bethlehem—supported by a wide range of grants from institutions including the U.S. Agency for International Development, or USAID; international charities; the Russian government; and others—is comprised of three tracks: private-sector investments, public infrastructure projects, and philanthropic activities. All three are aimed at establishing a pipeline of sustainable projects that will spur further economic growth, development, and prosperity.

The challenge remains to restore Bethlehem to its role as a peaceful beacon and unique spiritual center for both pilgrims and citizens of this historic destination.
Priorities for direct bilateral and multilateral economic engagement with the Palestinians

**Improve domestic access to finance.** Bilateral and multilateral donors should make a stronger effort to expand Palestinian domestic lending activities and to match users to providers of capital, particularly in the small- and medium-sized enterprises marketplace. The International Finance Corporation, or IFC, has partnered with Quds Bank and other Palestinian financial institutions to enhance their capacity to lend to small- and medium-sized enterprises. But more could be done to take these programs to scale. More broadly, international financial institutions, or IFIs, should help to map the gaps that exist in the market and use their convening authority to cultivate international and Palestinian-diaspora investors. The IFIs and other donors should work to identify businesses with the potential for growth and provide them with the technical assistance required to develop the business expansion plans that they need to secure loans and investments.

**Promote growth in sectors that show promise under current conditions.** The United States, European donors, and IFIs should invest in sectors of the Palestinian economy that show promise of delivering either jobs or growth despite Israeli restrictions. Information and communications technology, for instance, can move around traditional barriers to commerce to link the Palestinian economy to the regional and international market place. Building a Palestinian ICT sector would require investment in Palestine’s secondary education institutions and universities to develop the necessary expertise. Essential venture capital could be facilitated through seed funds or matching grants. Modest investments in infrastructure would be required to provide physical locations for would-be ICT entrepreneurs to gather. Finally, programs to bring delegations of ICT entrepreneurs to technology hubs around the region and in the West would be essential for generating new contacts and opportunities.

**Improve transparency and reduce corruption inside the Palestinian Authority.** Perceptions of corruption inside the Palestinian Authority have led to a dysfunctional relationship between the PA and the Palestinian private sector. Predatory behavior has shifted Palestinian perceptions of the PA. For some, the PA is now an obstacle—not a partner—to growth. Increased transparency and anti-corruption measures could help build a healthier relationship between Palestinians and their governing authority. In particular, the United States and other donor nations should help the PA bolster its financial management and reporting
capabilities and hold it accountable for greater transparency. Whatever specific method is chosen, public reporting of PA finances should be used to verify that local government units are using PA and donor funding to deliver necessary public services.

In addition, the United States and other interested partners should take steps to ensure that important economic institutions such as the Palestine Monetary Authority remain insulated from political pressure. The United States can make clear that attempts to politicize these institutions will lead to negative consequences for bilateral relations between Washington and Ramallah. The United States should also work to increase international assistance to these institutions, making them more capable of carrying out their functions and more able to resist political meddling.

**Support a Palestinian Authority local public works program.** In tandem with measures to strengthen transparency and lessen corruption, the United States and other donors should consider supporting a local public works program in the West Bank. The program could be administered through the Palestinian Authority and target infrastructure needs at the community level that would help unlock the potential of local entrepreneurs and SMEs. Projects should be identified in conjunction with local officials to ensure that they reflect community priorities and would need to be carefully tailored to work around Israeli restrictions. For example, where water is needed to expand opportunities for agriculture and agribusiness, the program would increase output of existing wells, foregoing licensing requirements for new construction. With proper execution and community consultation, a local public works program could both grow local economies and help restore the credibility of the PA.
Conclusion

The next U.S. president will enter office at a time when a resolution to the Israeli-Palestinian conflict remains elusive. The political landscape and popular sentiment in Israel and amongst the Palestinians are unlikely to favor a diplomatic settlement. Prime Minister Netanyahu and President Abbas do not trust each other. Neither leader has an appetite to return to the table. None of this undercuts the strategic logic of a two-state solution. But the feasibility of that solution is increasingly under threat. For a Palestinian state to be viable, it will require a healthy economy that can provide jobs and growth to its people. The lack of economic opportunity already contributes to the difficulties of daily life in the West Bank and Gaza and helps to fuel the recent unrest.

In the absence of a final status agreement, the next administration will need to steer a pragmatic course with a greater focus on what is achievable economically. The United States must be clear-eyed in its expectations. Progress down this path will likely be incremental and will require patience and determination. Relations between the parties do not lend themselves to quick wins or major breakthroughs. But an agenda of smaller, concrete steps can achieve meaningful improvements in conditions for Palestinians and sustain hope for a two-state solution.
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